The Hughes range of manual or powered hosereels are all through feed, or live, allowing the hosereel to be rotated while under pressure.

They can be used to store long lengths of hose(s) which is a convenient & safe way to store hose as it is less likely to become worn or damaged.

In water jetting applications such as sewer or pipe cleaning, the hosereel can be used to pull the hose & cleaning nozzle through the pipe making the process easier for the operator & ensures a consistent, controllable clean.

**Features**

- Heavy duty rolled drum in thick section with supports
- Manual or hydraulic wound
- Rated up to 1000bar (14,500psi)
- Flowrates up to 800lpm (212gpm)
- Through feed rotary coupling
- The drum can be locked to prevent rotation

**Build Options**

- Stainless steel rotary coupling & feed pipework suitable for use with sea water
- Supplied as part of a pumpset, loose or as a stand-alone reel
- Hot dip galvanized fabrications for increased corrosion resistance
- Compressed air drive